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Introduction

~'-
North Eastern Victoria in the regional setting

The study was conducted in two stages. The tasks in stage I were:
• to undertake a preliminary assessment ofthe NOIth Eastem Region's transport needs

to ascertain the role third Pll1ty logistics providers could play [and] the advantages,

disadvantages and financial viability.
• to develop a preliminll1Y freight matrix and
• to perfOIm a pilot study .... to test the validity ofthe freight matrix.

Study tasks

The overall aim of the study was to establish the prima facie case, if one exists, for
contract logistics operations in the Region to suit the needs of small to medium sized
businesses Ultimately this will be settled not by this study but by the commercial
decision of the contract logistics providers themselves This study indicated to all
parties whether or not the idea is wOIth pursuing by:
• drawing the attention oflogistics providers to prospects in the Region,
• generating much ofthe infOImation that a logistics provider would seek in assessing

whether or not to become involved,
• galvanising and coordinating responses by local pll1ticipants, and
• demonstrating commitment by local pmticipants

Study aim

Figure 1

The Victorian Government established Regional Forums to provide advice on rural and
regional polices The North Eastern Regional Forum (covering the shaded area in
Figure I) identified freight as an 'area where significant gains to the regional economy
could be achieved' It consequently sought advice on ways in which the freight needs of
the Region might be met in a more efficient mamaer In particular, the Forum wished to
assess 'the role that third party logistics providers could play' and 'the advantages,
disadvantages and financial viability of having them manage/coordinate the entire
supply chain' FDF Management Pty Ltd was engaged to undertake this wOIk
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Performance
Cost
Reliability
Duration/frequency
Damage/loss

Supply
chain

Freight characteristics
Volume transported
Route
Handling requirements
Time sensitivity

Type of
logistics
operation

How the mode of logistics operation affects supply chain

performance

(
Ideally, carriers would like to perform point-ta-point ruus (figure 4 panel I) This
provides the highest possible level of service to the shipper as there is no need to wait
for load consolidation, and no risk of loss or damage during transhipment But point-to
point ruus are inefficient for l'lL consignments. In such cases, it may be preferable to
consolidate loads, either through multiple pickups (figure 4 panel 2), or consolidation at
a truck terminal (figure 4 panel 3) This allows larger trucks to be employed to capacity
for most of the haul, which is cheaper per tonne-km than the alternative of using smaller
or partly-laden trucks These options tend to favour the larger carriers as it can he
demonstrated that the likelihood of his finding suitable loads for consolidation depends
largely on the volume of freight carried Besides raising load factors, the use of contract
logistics can reduce transaction costs-that is, the cost of arranging a haul_particularly
where the load is l'lL and the destination is not served by any ofthe local carriers

Load factors

Improvements in productivity due to increases in backloading and through transaction
administration improvements may be possible with the use of contact logistics

Currently most shippers in the Region have 'dedicated' logistics arrangements; that is,
they make their own, typically using one or more contract carriers on a firm-specific
basis This generally works well where consignments are in full truckloads (FIL) and
are to be moved on a predictable schedule to a single destination Under these
circumstances, carriers are usually able to operate efficiently because they can schedule
their vehicles so that most of their capacity is used most of the time

Figure 3

measures comprising cost and level of service Underlying OUI approach is a basic
model of supply chain performance (figure 3) Logistics performance depends on (I) the
type oflogistics operation, (2) the characteristics of the freight flows to be handled, and
(3) the relative importance that the shippers place on the various aspects of

performance
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Destination

ABS Statistical Subdivision
NE Victoria; Eastern Riverina; Sydney region; Melbourne
region; Other ~

In; Out
Major town in zone
Longitude ofzone centroid
Latitude ofzone centraid
Agribusiness; Agriculture; Mineral processing; Mining;· SIM;
ETM; Retail; Wholesale

Structure of the f,'eight databaseFigure 5

Mode of transport
Haul length
Load type
Route size
Mass uplifted
Origin/destination
FreightInfo zone
Region

Study area
Centraid
Longitude
Latitude
Industry sector
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Commodity

~
Pack type

MOde

t======i Haul length
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The database stmctore is described as follows:

Note: 'Mainly FIT' loads are long-haul loads that are normally moved in full
truckloads; 'Mainly LIT' loads are long-haul loads that are normally moved in
less than full truckloads; and 'Local' loads are all short-haul loads" 'Thick'
routes are long hauls commencing or terminating in the Melbourne region
(including Geelong) or the Sydney region (including Newcastle and
Wollongong); 'Local' IOutes are all short hauls (that is, commencing and
terminating within the Region); and 'Thin' IOutes are all other long hauls

,Y.q!{aQIIL ,,_SodiI1JL__________ ------, __
Commodity FreightInfo commodity classification
Pack type Bulk, bin; Bulk, loose; Bulk, tank; Container; Pallet; Pallet,

chilled; Pallet, hazardous
Road; Rail
Long; Short
Mainly FIL; Mainly LTT; Local
Thick; Thin; Local
Tonnes; kilotonnes
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Figur e 7 Outbound fr eight from and within, the Region
Source: FreightInfo96 and NE Victoria survey

Outbound freight Nearly two-thirds of all freight leaving the Region is destined for
Melbourne Moreover, about eight times as much outbound freight is destined for
Melbourne as is destined for Sydney (figure 7) Ihis diagrammatic map is scaled to
show the magnitude of the various flows including those to smaller regions Melbourne
is overwhelmingly the Region's outlet for primary products and manufactured items
Ihis is not to say that these products are consumed in Melbourne: most would be
subsequently exported or redistributed within Australia

Inbound freight Melbourne also dominates the Region's inbound freight: about half of
all the freight that enters the Region is sourced from Melbourne (figure 8). Most of the
rest comes from sUllounding regions of Victoria and NSW, and consists mainly of
primary produce for processing and transhipment on to Melbourne Sydney is
insignificant as a source of inbound freight to the Region

Table I Freight flows to, from and within the Region, 1996 (kt)
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Source: FreightInf096

NE Victoria
Eastern Riverina
Sydney region
Melbourne region
Other
Iotal

_",__-.._. __._. ._..._.'__. Deg.!"!:zation __"__"~_"__>,~ ._. _

Origin NE Ea,tern Sydney Melbourne Other Total
_____. . Victoria RiverinG. _region region ."_.."~ ._." _
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suggests the possibility of harnessing some of this space to carry the Region's excess of
outbound freight, most of which is destined fm Melbomne

The scope for contract logistics

Not all kinds of freight are suited to contract logistics We have already identified the
criteria that predispose freight to handling by contract logistics. In this chapter we apply
those criteria to the Region's freight flows, and in this way we estimate the market for
contract logistics.

Prospectivity criteria

Handling lequilements Contract logistics reaps greatest efficiencies when all loads are
strictly compatible .. Ihis requires that all use a common handling procedme. Other
requirements are that no noxious or hazardous goods be included In estimating the
market for contract logistics we included only non-hazardous freight flows using the
Australian standard pallet We included both ordinary and chilled freight, provided both
kinds were palletised.

Consignment size Contract logistics benefits particularly shippers who wish to move
LIL consignments In estimating the market for contract logistics we asslUlled that
contract logistics would capture between 10% and 50% of LIL shipments, depending
on the toute (see below); whereas contract logistics would only capture a flat 10% of
FTL shipments, regardless of toute

Volume and loute Contract logistics is likely to be most prospective on the 'thicker',
long-haul routes. On these routes, load consolidation has the biggest pay-off
Consolidation is easier on thick routes because there is plenty ofLIL (and other) freight
from which to build up FIL loads with little delay Consolidation is also more
worthwhile when the route is long-haul, as thk fixed cost of transhipment can be spread
over a bigger line-haul saving

Time sensitivity. Consignments that are not particularly time-sensitive are most likely to
benefit from contract logistics, because they can be transhipped, consolidated and
warehoused en route if it is efficient to do so In this way, they offer the contract
logistics provider plenty of scope to trim costs. This is generally not possible with very
time-sensitive consignments such as perishable produce and overnight parcels, which
must be shipped directly .. rime-sensitive goods of this kind are ptobably already
handled by freight forwarders offering a premium service

Quantity of freight moved

All fteight In all, about 47 million tonnes of freight are moved annually to, from or
within the Region (table 2) However, most of this is unsuited to contract logistics It
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Estimated market for contract logistics
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76 4[ 27 96 38 240
10 95 ' 80 26 42 253
4 34 38

96 38 134
33 15 47

.. ll~ __..._!~L I 07 ll! 80_. 711

NE Victoria 49 14 6 34 60 163
Eastern Riverina 25 16 16 15 68 140
Sydney region 0 18 18
Melbonrne region 92 42 134
Other 42 13 55
Total 209 103 22 49 128 511

Source: FreightInf096 and FDF assnrnptions. Note: Apparent errors in addition are due

to rounding

Ofthe above - full
truckloads

NE Victoria
Eastern
Riverina
Sydney region I 7 8
Melbourne region 19 8 2 7

Other 7 3 9
Total 44 37 21 24 16 143

Mass uplifted (kt/yr)
NE Victoria
Eastern Riverina
Sydney region
Melbourne region
Other
Total

Although contract logistics offers most to palletised LIL freight on thick, long routes, it
benefits other kinds of palletised freight as well We estimate the total market for
contract logistics to be 713000 tonnes annually (table 3 and figure 10) For this
estimate we assumed, conservatively, that contract logistics would capture the following
market shares for palletised L TL freight only:
• 50% offreight on the main trunk routes to and from Melbonrne and Sydney,
• 25% of freight on other long-haul routes, and
• 10% of freight on all other routes

For pa1letised FIL freight, we assnrned that contract logistics would capture a flat 10%
of the volnrne on all routes lfwe assnrne that the freight is carried on semi-trailers with
an average payload of 20 tonnes, this volnrne of freight amounts to about 140 one-way
trips every working day

Sonrce: FreightInf096 Note: Apparent errors in addition are dne to rounding



Improving Efficiency oj Regional Supply Chains

Figure 10 Estimated market for contract logistics
SOllfce: Freightlnf096 and FDF assumptions

by induSlly / commodity group

90% of the estimated conllact logistics market (table 4) consists of agribusiness
pnJdulcts and simply transformed manufactmes (STMs) Agribusiness products are

such as wine, which embody a significant amount of processing, but ofa kind that
potentially be conducted on a small scale STMs are items such as paper and

textiles, which are produced by a recognisable plant or factory .. Within the study each of
cells shown in tables 3 and 4 were expanded to provide information on commodity

local routes Thin routes Thin routes Toral

regular
iAgribusiness 54 24 8 14 24 19 145

Elaborately llansformed 10 14 0 24
manufactures (ETMs)

Simply llansformed 136 54 47 25 70 39 8 379
manufactures (STMs)

Wholesale 18 10 I 29
Total 218 102 55 40 94 58 9 577

chilled
Agtibusiness 56 9 24 6 10 2 107
Agriculture 2 I 2 11 15
Wholesale 12 I 0 I 0 13
Total 70 10 26 6 21 2 I 136

and FDF assumptions Note: Apparent enors in addition are due
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Backloading issues

It is in the interests of all parties to backload as the cost of backload capacity is Iow.. II
tIucks are full both ways, carIiers can offer lower rates What then is the scope for using
backloading capacity in the Region's case? When we compare the regional market for
contIact logistics with freight in general, we see that long-haul flows are more evenly
balanced (figure IO) The only substantial imbalance is on the Sydney corridor, which
carIies far more to Sydney than from it On the face of it, not much can be done about
this, as there exists little unfilled backload capacity into Sydney. On the contIary, there
is unfilled backload capacity in the opposite direction, from Sydney to Melbourne-a
result of Melbonme's dominance in manufacturing

Conununications technology

The rapid changes in communications technology will also impact on NE Victorian
tIansport logistics Some issues are noted below:
• A small company with a virtual presence on the internet can now effectively

compete with major multinationals for the attention of a huge intemational market
for consumers at a dramatically reduced market entry cost

• With the new technology, customers can check product catalogues, product
availability, delivery dates and status of orders placed electIonically.

• Many national companies which previously had warehouses in every city, have
eliminated these altogether.. Products are now moving directly from the factory

(point ofproduction) to the customeI
• Besides electronically linking with suppliers and customers, tIanspoIt companies are

also using new technologies including bar-coding to track consigmnents and global
positioning systems (GPS) to tIack tIucks

• Internet usage will require a local internet seIvice provider (ISP). The lSP should be
located in NE Victoria to avoid STO ~odem charges.. Also the intemet may be a
means of displaying cunent freight Iates and schedules, current truck availability

etc

The North Eastern Victorian fIeight users

It is imperative that studies ofthis type should involve the freight users. As noted, this
study involved a comprehensive face-to-face survey of shippers - all ofwhom were very
cooperative They provided insights into many issues as diverse as liability, tracking
freight, quality of seIvice levels, conununication technology, attitudes, airfreight and
ailcraft container loading opportunities, the roles of local caniers and of rail transport,
opportunities of local export agents, consolidation opportunities and product to Asia
These user-views assisted in the formulation of the strategies
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Other forms ofelectronic freight broking are possible.. For instance, in the United States
there is a website where carriers post details of capacity seeking loads, and shippers post
details of loads seeking carriers

Financial Viability Assessing the financial viability ofa contract logistics service in the
Region is virtually impossible without calling for real-world tenders. In this study We
have indicated which market sectors ar·e most prospective by virtue of the efficiencies
they offer At this stage, however, we cannot say whether the efficiencies will be
sufficiently large to make the service attractive to shippers, and hence viahle. We point
out that it would be inappropriate simply to compar·e the charges of carriers with those
ofcontract logistics providers .. Ihe logistics provider would probably provide a superior
service in terms of delivery time and reliability; and would certainly relieve the shipper
of many mundane administrative tasks

The role oJ government We take the view that Government's role in the conunercial
sphere is to effect the provision of public goods (that is, goods that, while beneficial to
society, would be provided inefficiently, or not at all, by the unfettered market) We see
no role for Government as a direct player in the provision of logistics services, nor any
advantage in doing so Government's role should be limited to stimulating collective
research and cooperation where they qualify as public goods because their benefits are
experienced by parties who cannot he made to pay for them Government also has a role
in the provision of infrastructure, particularly where it is costly and long-lived
Government also has a role is to ensure an appropriate pricing regime for the use of
public infrastructure and transport assets Beyond that, it is the task of individual
carriers and logistics providers to employ the mode that best suits the task
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